Overall confidence declined among the responding Silicon Valley venture capitalists in the first quarter of 2015. While enthusiasm remained for the current momentum of the private and public financial markets and the pace of technology innovation and adoption, a growing chorus of concern over valuations of some venture-backed firms is becoming apparent. Alternative funding sources that increase the available supply of financing for new ventures also appear to be adding to concerns of overly generous valuations. In the context of this evolving financing model, venture capital investments in Q1 2015 were at their highest level (for Q1 investments) in 15 years, with the software sector and expansion stage receiving the lion's share of capital.
2 However, the number of IPOs and M&As of venture-backed firms as well as the number of new venture funds were down from the year-earlier quarter.
4
Despite rising concerns over valuations, continuing investment opportunities in potentially disruptive companies coupled with capital a-plenty from traditional and nontraditional sources provided a base of continued confidence in the near term entrepreneurial environment for most of the responding venture capitalists. Still, VC confidence did edge lower in Q1 (although it was still above the 11 year average of 3.72). In the following, I provide many of the comments of the participating venture capitalist respondents along with my analysis. Additionally, all of the Index respondents' names and firms are listed in Table 1 , save those who provided their comments confidentially.
Most of the responding venture capitalists are expecting continued positive momentum in the entrepreneurial environment (e.g. investment opportunities and capital availability) over the coming quarters. For example, Tim Draper of DFJ stated "I am expecting a very good year for VCs. There are still lots of great companies out there and the public has just scratched the surface of the value." Reinforcing this sentiment, Mark Platshon of Birchmere Ventures indicated "We continue to be impressed with the number and quality of new investment opportunities across a wide range of sectors, especially mobility and IOT. Perhaps more importantly, we are also seeing strong support for Series A and B up rounds for companies that have made good progress with their seed funding." Furthermore, Igor Sill of Geneva Venture Management detailed "My confidence level is high as a result of venture's acceleration in 2014, due mostly to the new entrants seeking prospective 'unicorns' with larger deals and much higher valuations than anytime I can remember--bigger than our dot.com 2000 era. There's now ample supply of capital and a slew of new investor sources circling quality deals at unbelievably higher valuations with $48.3 Billion invested in 4,356 deals last year, and 105 venturebacked IPOs, according to NVCA and PriceWaterhouseCoopers. Venture investments are now attracting Private Equity firms, Family Offices, Corporate Venture arms and Institutions diving in directly and bypassing the traditional Venture Capital LP model. Competition for quality deals is higher than I've ever seen, fueling those higher valuations. The number of new startups, the increased amount of investment and the rate of disruption are absolutely amazing. I believe this trend will continue throughout 2015."
Silicon Valley remains the hub where emerging technologies, entrepreneurial passion, and venture capital converge to create transformative companies. Jeb Miller of Icon Ventures asserted "The Bay Area remains the epicenter for startups looking to capitalize on the disruption enabled by the major platform shifts to cloud, mobile and big data. Ample funding sources and a healthy exit market continue to fuel the robust activity." And Bill Reichert of Garage Technology Ventures reflected "Around the globe, the Silicon Valley star continues to rise. Entrepreneurs, investors, and corporations increasingly see Silicon Valley as an ultimate connection or destination, even as their own local ecosystems improve. So we see expanding inbound interest in Silicon Valley while we also see expanding local activity. Meanwhile, the diversity of technologies and sectors that entrepreneurs and investors are interested in is also broadening, making the Valley more resilient to downturns in any specific sector." Extending this view, Jon Soberg of Expansive Ventures shared "We continue to see great companies being started in the Bay Area at a fast pace. I expect valuations may come down a bit over the next 6-18 months, but I think the overall ecosystem will remain strong." Alternatively, Roy Thiele-Sardina of HighBar Partners reported "We are seeing an increasing upward tick in early stage valuations, and also an increase in total companies funded." New opportunities are emerging at the intersection of disparate technologies and business models. For instance, Tom Baruch of Formation 8 attributed his high confidence to "technology applications in the convergence of Biotech/advanced software and commercial markets." Bob Bozeman of EastLake Ventures pointed to the Valley's "clear lead in the creativity used to develop opportunities and even greater creativity in expanding the models for funding a wide range of ideas." And Mohanjit Jolly of DFJ explained "The secular technology trends around social, mobility, cloud, and analytics continue to stay strong across consumer and enterprise sectors. The quality of entrepreneurs, especially those migrating to the Bay Area from other parts of the US and overseas, continues to impress."
The vibrant exit market is providing the stimulus for the lush environment of innovation. Dixon Doll of DCM attributed his high confidence to the availability of capital and excellent exit environment which are about as good as they can get, but acknowledged the talent shortage issue faced by startups. And Tom McKinley of Cardinal Partners pointed to the enormous amount of capital moving into technology and healthcare IPOs. Specifically, Sandy Miller of Institutional Venture Partners predicted "The IPO market for technology venture backed companies should have a strong second half of the year. There are quite a few exciting tech growth companies of scale that should be coming to market then. There is strong public investor appetite as evidenced by the interest of public investors in the 'pre-IPO' private rounds of late. So, with good supply and demand, I expect more robust IPO activity."
Increasing competition for talent is highlighting the strong entrepreneurial momentum. Dan Lankford of Wavepoint Ventures estimated "A key measure of activity is the relative difficulty in hiring engineers. We are currently seeing a market for engineers that is as tight as that experienced during the tech boom in the early 2000's." Debra Guerin Beresini of invencor argued "Overall confidence is growing as companies are being funded, valuations are increasing, the number of companies with successful IPO's along with M&A deals has grown and job growth is surging -all are signs of a strong growth economy. More encouraging is that the job growth is with the larger, more established tech companies such as Google, Facebook and Apple portraying a greater sense of stability. There is still a salary gender gap, though, which Silicon Valley needs to address. If Silicon Valley were to solve the salary gender gap issue, other regions of the country would follow."
Despite strong trends in capital availability, technology trends and welcoming exit markets, caution, centered primarily on valuations, was raised by an increasing number of VC respondents. John Malloy of BlueRun Ventures offered "Although the underlying fundamentals driving innovation in Silicon Valley remain strong, the current hyper inflation in late stage private company valuations is a troubling sign." Bill Reichert of Garage Technology Ventures added "My concerns are irrational exuberance and the possibility of a black swan macro shock." Cindy Padnos of Illuminate Ventures observed "The overall VC investing market feels somewhat hyperactive. While seed stage valuations have climbed only 15-20% in the past year, valuations and round sizes for Series A and beyond have grown much more significantly. It's a good time to remember the value of valuation discipline, early capital efficiency and strong reserves." Additionally, Gerard van Hamel Platerink of Redmile Group stated "Valuations continue to expand and are becoming more disconnected from business risk. For some investors this will not end well." And Kurt Keilhacker of Techfund Capital noted "Lofty valuation are still a cause of concern. Unfortunately, many entrants have not had to live through a real period of corrected valuations." Some costs of doing business are increasing. Mark Platshon of Birchmere Ventures indicated "I gave it a 4 rather than a 5 ranking because salaries, housing and availability of talent could throttle the ability of companies to hire and grow -at least locally." Similarly, Mohanjit Jolly of DFJ mentioned "Some of the concerns I do have are around issues such as hiring, cost of living/salaries and the downstream effects such as increasing capital intensity of businesses that previously may have been more capital efficient." And Robert R. Ackerman Jr. of Allegis Capital calculated "While the opportunity and pace of innovation in Silicon Valley remain strong, the ecosystem is overheating, driving up costs at all levels while it becomes increasingly difficult to compete for talent. The excess of capital coming into the ecosystem from nontraditional investors (mutual funds, hedge funds, etc.) is exacerbating the challenges. Success is breeding excess."
Additional macro-environment concerns were raised. Bob Pavey of Morgenthaler Ventures relayed "I don't see any bubble bursting as we saw in 2000/2001 but I'm worried internationally about Middle East tension and at home about the terrible patent legislation working its way through the House and Senate. The patent changes are ostensibly aimed at patent trolls but in fact are designed to make it even harder than it is now for young companies to defend their patents against large businesses that want to use the IP without paying." Other VC respondents who requested anonymity raised concerns over "economic uncertainty globally and domestic growth and earnings," and "on the medical device segment and the underlying uncertainties in this sector."
Finally, Dag Syrrist of Vision Capital penned "The foie gras financing method, building highways rather than runways, will push out the day of public market reckoning or accretive accounting reality for sure. It's even good for those deals that need multiple pivots before finding something useful to actually sell, but it's also skewing the valuation expectations for founders, employees, investors, LP's and buyers. It's making it harder for companies with mere global aspirations to raise capital, and especially for those actually making product and, heaven forbid, are not in the consumer-social-disposable-income-willmonetize-sometime-later space. So net-net, not health for the industry, investors or buyers. It's disconcerting to see the increasing number of mutual and PE funds (again) piling into venture deals with the novel rational that the size of these rounds makes it possible for them to write checks that's material. While I've got nothing but admiration (and a tad bit of envy), this will end badly for many -even if some will make exceptional returns on the way."
To sum, venture capitalist confidence declined in the first quarter of 2015. While momentum in new venture investment remains robust and the exit markets continue to be welcoming, an increasing number of VC respondents voiced concerns over valuations in later rounds along with increasing costs of business. Clearly, capital availability from venture and alternate sources is providing the fuel needed for entrepreneurs and innovators to drive new waves of innovation in product, process, and business model. However, the question arises whether all of the new sources of capital (e.g. hedge funds, family offices, etc.) come equipped with the complete experience and expertise of venture capitalists in growing enterprises in sustainable ways in changing environments. Perhaps the business model of venture finance will ultimately evolve to account for these new sources of capital. At that time, we can better determine their impact on future waves of innovative ventures that have traditionally relied on venture capitalists' experience as well as their financing. 
